
SEQUENCE STAR RATING TITLE FIRSTNAME SURNAME SCORE AWARD COMMENT
1 1 A world of colour Marisan Victor 11 Gold A great impactful image with good colour.  Try adjusting 

and playing with levels to make the colours pop.

2 1 Coffee Stop wynand lens 10 Gold Nice, sharp capture with good exposure, however, the 
white door frame on the right and the edge of the sign 
at the bottom left are distracting and could have been 
cropped or cloned out.

3 1 Fishing in Colour wynand lens 9 Silver Good use of colour. This is a busy image, my eyes 
bounce around and keep going back to the word 
'HOTLINE II" which I'm sure is not the focus of the 
image.  

4 1 Flashes Of Colour wynand lens 7 Silver This is a lovely abract image and the colour is beautiful, 
but there is not much in the image that is sharp.

5 1 Happiness Marisan Victor 13 Merit I love this image, For a 1 star this is great.  Having the 
background the same colour as part of the subject, 
does not always work, but in this case it does.  There is 
a bit of smudging on the left of the cup, where it looks 
like something was cloned out. Be careful of that.  Well 
done!

6 1 Soft rainbow Marisan Victor 10 Gold A great image with great colour, however, it appears 
lopsided.  I feel the towels should have been moved to 
the right to be symetrical with the rope detail and the 
wood block just below.  The succulent adds to the story.

7 2 Floating Cube Mags Vosloo 11 Gold Nice, sharp and colourful, but the crop is not quite on 
the thirds and not quite centralised which detracts from 
the image.

8 2 Lady in color Jan Lens 10 Gold Very colourful. She is really looking down her nose at 
us. There is a strip of ceiling or something at the top of 
the image that could have been edited out and the 
scratches on the face could have been removed.

9 2 My Africa Jan Lens 9 Silver The fold of fabric top left is a bit disctracting. Interesting 
textures and colours.

10 2 Pride parade Jan Lens 10 Gold Encompasses the brief of World of Colour very well, 
The image is a bit busy, and the top of the flag poles 
are chopped off, which makes it feel unfinished.

11 2 Spinning Cube Mags Vosloo 11 Gold Nicely centred, and good colour.  Was this done in 
camera or in processing?  I do feel however, that the 
crop it a bit  tight

JUDGING



12 2 To See Beyond Mags Vosloo 8 Silver I don't feel that the colours are very bright or vibrant, 
and the image isn't very sharp. however you certainly 
seemed to have had fun with the editing…great 
photoshop skills.

13 3 Colourful Tempest Meleney Naik 11 Gold This is beautiful…gorgeous colours.and very difficult to 
photograph (for me anyway).  I am not sure if the focus 
is in the right place though….

14 3 Cube Cornelia Appel 9 Silver Good idea and very colourful.  There are a few different 
points of focus and my eyes can't seem to settle.  Also it 
seems to be leaning to the left.

15 3 Opposites Attract Meleney Naik 12 Gold Love this, the blend of colours is complentary.  The top 
right hand corner is a bit blank and be careful of 
cropping out parts of the bubbles on the edges

16 3 pink flower Cornelia Appel 9 Silver Beautiful bright pink colour.  The bright spot at the top is 
a bit distracting and could have been toned down in 
processing.

17 3 Rainbow Droplets Meleney Naik 10 gold Excellent idea and creativity.  Again be careful of 
cropping out parts of the droplets.

18 3 Yellow Rose Cornelia Appel 9 Silver Lovely bright colour, though the image is a bit flat and 
appears washed out.

19 4 But Mom Its Green Doug Couperthwaite 10 Gold A pleasing image. Good detail and great colours, but 
seems to be a bit over saturated.  The caterpillar makes 
it an interesting capture

20 4 colour fans Liesl Couperthwaite 10 Gold I like the panoramic crop and the colours are well 
captured.  A little cleaning up could have been done at 
the bottom on the right.

21 4 colour wave Liesl Couperthwaite 12 Gold Lovely bold, bright colourful abstract. I really like the 
square crop.

22 4 Colourful Icecream Sticks Denise Harvey 13 Merit Well exposed, nice sharpness, excellent use of colours, 
fits the brief perfectly

23 4 Curious Bishop Tracey Rhodes 13 Merit Great image. Super composition, there is lovely details 
in the blacks, wonderful natural colours.

24 4 Highway Light Trails 3785 Doug Couperthwaite 9 Gold Light trails are fascinating, maybe you could have made 
the shutter speed a bit longer than 10 sec so the red 
lines don't seem to stop dead in the middle. I like the 
yellow dashes which I assume is a car indicating?

25 4 Red One Out Doug Couperthwaite 8 Silver Lovely colours, however the image is quite busy and 
not very sharp.

26 4 redgreenblue Liesl Couperthwaite 9 Silver Again, the brief has been met, with lovely vibrant 
colours but the image is not very sharp.

27 5 Beetles Ronelle van den Heever 10 Gold I really like this, very interesting and original.  The 
problem I have is how the wheels are cut off at the 
bottom, I can't stop looking at them. Fantastic 
photoshop skills



28 5 Dancing rosebud Des van Tonder 13 Merit I love this, great sharpness and contrast between light 
and dark and the bokeh is a nice touch.

29 5 Flower balls Heidi Taylor 10 Gold Excellent use of colour, relatively well exposed and nice 
and sharp.  Such a happy photo

30 5 Knotted Leon Heyes 11 Gold Great clean image, good composition.  The colours 
seem a bit flat, could maybe have been brightened a 
little and some spots could have been removed.

31 5 Meltdown Maxi Holder 11 Gold What great creativity and beautiful colours.  I find the 
crop a bit off, not quite on the thirds and not quite 
centralised.

32 5 Minstrels Heidi Taylor 12 Gold These guys are really enjoying themselves.  The 
colours are vibrant and bold, the shadows have been 
well handled.  It's a pity the guy on the right's face is 
obscured by the banjo.

33 5 My Treasure From Nepal Maxi Holder 13 Merit What a simple image, but quite mesmirising.  Exposure 
is well handled, great textures and colours.

34 5 Nebulae of The Subconscious 
Mind

Leon Heyes 10 Gold Great caption, interesting image.  I feel that the whites 
are more dominant than the colours which fade into the 
background

35 5 Pink reflections Des van Tonder 13 Merit Lovely, soft and romantic. Great use of depth of field. 

36 5 Protea Bouquet Maxi Holder 11 Gold Beautiful flowers, lovely bright image, however I find the 
cut off of the stems at the bottom distracting.

37 5 Rainbow umbrella Ronelle van den Heever 10 Gold Great use of colour, The red centre is not very sharp 
and a pity about the creases in the material

38 5 Royal Ruby Ronelle van den Heever 12 Gold Fascinating abstract image.  Love the symmetry and 
blend of colours

39 5 Slinky Vortex Leon Heyes 12 Gold Great composition, wonderful use of colour. There are a 
few spots on the slinky that could have been removed.

40 5 Wool shop Heidi Taylor 12 Gold I really like this, everthing in their boxes but not 
completely perfect, tells a story of a busy shop.  The 
crop at the bottom is too tight.


